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California archaeology, as a /ie/J ofstudy, historically has emphasized development oflocal sequences 0/
cultural development more than the creation o/syntheses that characterize shared culturalpatterns
among diffirent ethnic!l0ups across regions in the same era. This form o/synthesis has been purs~d
much more systematically bY archaeologistsJn other parts o/the continent. ~a'!lples. can be ~e:n tn. the
definition oj !"ch patterns as the Early, Muldle, ana Late Woodland and MZSS1SS1pptan tradittons tn
eastern North America. One result has been the realization 0/a series ofquestions 'about the nature and
causes 0/multi-regionalpatterns o/shared culturalfeatures and cultural differences across space, wi:hin
the same general tradition. Eastern North American archaeologists, for example, pursue such q~sttOns
as why socio-political complexity ~anded during the Middle WooJltmd Pertod but contracteil In the
subsequent fate Woodland, or why the Ohio Hopewell cultures developed more elabora~e .ceremonia~
centers than did the Illinois Hopewell cultures oj the same era and general cul~ral trad,tIon. QuestIOns
at this hig} levelo/generalizatton can be extremely s~gnifi.cant for understandt~g local '!4ltur~1 pattef!lS,
but they rarely are pursued by California a~chaeow[,J!ts, because 0/the lack oftnfer-r~gtonal I~tegra~on
at that level. This paperprovides ageneralIzed moael ofsome aspects 0/the Californta ArchaIC Pertod
in order to define aniJ begin to explOre afew such questIons.
When Julian Steward developed his models
of cultural ecology and muln-linear cultural
evolution ahalfcentury' ago, his concept
marked a significant theoretical departure
from the HIStorical Panicularist School
p~rspective which then prevailed at the
Universi!), ofCalifornia, Berkeley, where
Steward had been trained by A L. Kroeber
and the other members of that university's
anthropology faculty. At the same time,
significant dements of the Historical
Particularist ~rs~ctive remained in
Steward's work. One can read such
definitive papers as his AThe Economic and
Social BasIS of Primitive Bands@ (1936),
ABasin-Plateau Aboriginal Sociopolitical
Grou2s@ (1938), Theory o/Culture Change
(1955), and ASome Problems raised by
Roger C. Owen's The Patrilocal Band
(1905) and find not only aspects of his
theoretical innovation but also the
collections of non-integrated, ethnohistoric
details from various cultures that were so
characteristic of the Historical Particularist
approach (Harris 1968:250-289).

Although cultural anthropology has long
since moved past the Historical Particularist
orientation, an argument can be made that
its effects can still be found in some other
areas of anthropol<?gy, and specifically in
California archaeolo.,gy. I have argued
elsewhere (Chartkoff 1996) that California
archaeologists, as a group, have tended to be
more resistant to the development of general
syntheses than archaeologists in most other
parts of the continent have been. This
resistance can be understood in part as a
logical cons~uence of the influence of A L.
Kioeber and his students, especially Robert
F. Heizer, in the training ofsubsequent
generations of California archaeologists.
The purpose of this paper is to pursue a
consequence ofthis historical tendency. As
scholars, we are committed not only to the
making of observations about our data, but
also to me asking and arISwering of
questions about me data. The questions
themselves are largely the cons~uences of
the nature, patterning, and variation that
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emerges as the data are analyzed. TQt
significant extem, the quesuons them
are artifacts of the apllrOaches we talri
analysis of our data. Failure to frame
questions which colleagues elsewh=
defined may be a conse'luence of di&I
in the data at hand, but It may also tii
result ofdifferences in approaCh or ,
methodology, such that questions will
could arise are not being perceived.
If the latter is so, it follows that the A
approaches we adopt have asigni6caa
on shaping the questions that we real
Realizmg what the questions may be
requisite for the approaches we will •
answer them.

My' thesis is that the tendency in Cal
archaeology to emphasize loCal sequt:
and the resistance to working regular!
models at the highest levels of intega;
such as are used across most of the ft;
the continent, does not simply cast .
California's archaeological reconstrUG
in a different format than that used b:
other scholars. It hinders or prevenl8
California archaeologists from perear
entire level of questions and issues adl
elsewhere, because these archaeologil
rarely operate intellectually at the sam
.of general synthesis that is used elsewi

A MIDWESTERN ANALOG

This point can be illustrat~ usin& a I;
from the Midwest whose nme penod!
level ofcultural develop~ent ~as SOIJl
useful analogies with California
coumerparts; this will illustrate some:
significant differences that have resuII
from the approach taken to the anai)l
that archaeological evidence. Ifone
considered Late Archaic sites in Sevel1
of Michigan, dating from the period.
between about 5,000 and 4,000 yean
one could find some very interesting;
variations among the sites coming In
different regions within the state, in .
addition to finding anumber of slW1
patterns.

By the time those sites had been dew
die ecosystem had long since model1l
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iurpose ofthis paper is to pursue a
9uence ofthis historical tendency. As
115, we are committed not only to the
Ig ofobservations about our data, but
) the asking and answering of
ions about the data. The questions
dYes are largely the consequences of
truce, patterning, and variation that

emerges as the data are analyzed. To a
significant extent, the questions themselves
are artifacts of the approaches we take in the
analysis ofour data. Failure to frame
questions which colleagues elsewhere have
defined may be a conse<I,uence of differences
in the data at hand, but It may also be a
result ofdifferences in approaCh or
methodology, such that questions which
could arise are not being perceived.

from glacial conditions. Hunter-gatherer
adaptations were being pursued diroughout
the area. Subsistence at that time was pre
domestication, and technology was pre
ceramic throughout the re~ons. Patterns of
culture, however, were far from uniform
(c.f. Fitting 1975; Halsey 1999).
Late Archaic cultures at that period in
middle Michigan were characterized by tiny
communities with micro-band organization
and seasonally nomadic settlement. Micro
bands moved their campsites up to a dozen
times a year. Subsistence was oased on
foraging, with no primary staples, no
collection ofsurpluses, and no storage, even
though many' ofthe resources being used
could have allowed it. Key resources in use
at the time included freshwater fish, deer,
and nut crops such as hickory, beech,
walnuts, and acorns.

Ifthe latter is so, it follows that the research
approaches we adopt have asignificant effect
on shaping the questions that we realize.
Realizmg What the questions may be is a
requisite for the approaches we will adopt to
answer them.

My thesis is that the tendency in California
arChaeology to emphasize local sfCluences,
and the resistance to working regularly with .
models at the highest levels ofintegration,
such as are used across most of the rest of
the continent, does not simply cast
California's archaeological reconstructions
in adifferent format than that used by most
other scholars. It hinders or prevents
California archaeologists from perceiving an
entire level ofquestions and issues addressed
elsewhere, because these archaeologists too
rarely opc:rate intellectually at the same level
.ofgeneral synthesis that is used elsewhere.

Not very far away, near Michigan's eastern
shore at Saginaw Bay, peoples with similar
technol .es and habitats nonetheless
achieve
greater sedentism, with moresubstantial houses, more permanently
occupied villa&es, and more-extensive
cemeteries. A trey factor in their strategY,
was the exploitation ofwetlands, especl:illy
along the five rivers that drain into S~naw
Bay. There, a practice was started of
constructing long rock alignments to create
raised edges to existing wetlands. Doing so
artificially expanded die areas and volumes
of the wetlands, thus increasing the growth
of desired wild plant foods, such as
goosefoot and amarinths (Lovis 1984).
Central Michigan's Late Archaic
populations alSo had access to considerable
wetland areas, and were in direct trade
contact with the people around Saginaw
Bay, although they did not pursue this
option.

AMIDWESTERN ANALOGY
This ~int can be illustrated using a model
from the Midwest whose time period and
level ofcultural development has some
useful analogies with California
counterparts; this will illustrate some
significant differences that have resulted
from the approach taken to the analysis of
that archaeological evidence. If one
considered Late Archaic sites in several partS
ofMichigan, dating from the period
between about 5,000 and 4,000 years ago,
one could find some very interesting
variations among the sites corning trom
different regions within the state, in
addition to finding a number ofshared
patterns.

On the western side ofMichigan, wetland
exploitation also did not develop much, but
something else did. Starting abOut 5,000
years ago, communities in that region began
to become involved in long-distance
regional exchange networ~. Akey factor
was the exploitation ofraw copper. which
occurs naturally in Michi~'s Upper
Peninsula. Copper collected from the

By the time those sites had been developed,
die ecosystem had long since modernized
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surface or quarried from deposits in the
Upper P~nlnsula was tra,nsferred from
commuruty to commumty over vast
distances, 10 some cases as far south as the
Gulf of Mexico. In return, raw materials
and finished goods from the receiving areas
were provided as exchange items. COnch
shells from the Gulf Coast, black flint from
central Ohio, and mica from the southern
Appalachians were only some of the goods
diat began to be exchanged across vast
stretches ofeastern Nonn America. Sites in
western Michigan reveal the emergence of
social and economic elites in their
communities as early as the Late Archaic, as
shown in distinctive mound burials.

archaeological communities of scholars who
work in tlie two different parts of the
continent. From a cultur:il standpoint, it
can be suggested that the questions
themselves are artifacts of the patterning
that is realized as a result of doing mulu
regional comparisons. The answers cannot
be generated until the questions are asked.
The questions cannot De perceived until the
inter-rezionalpatterns ana variations are
determ1Oed. The patterns and variations at
that scale cannot De determined until
comparison at an inter-regional level
becomes a regular-enougQ practice to allow
patterns at tliat level to be widely
understood.

Recognition of these different patterns raises
quesnons as to why they occurred when,
where, and in what forms they did. Why
did Late Archaic exchange.practices lead to
the emergence of social differentiation in
western Michigan, but not in the central or
eastern parts of the state? .~y was copper
exchange so much more slgmficant and
prevalent at that time around the shores of
Lake Michigan {this includes the western, or
Wisconsin/Illinois, shore} than elsewhere?
Why did the Saginaw B~y peopl~ devel?p
sedentism based on cultlvars, while their
neighbors to the west did not? Why was
participation in regional exchange a key
element in the emergence of SOCial
differentiation, while the development of
facilities that promoted sedentism through
the generation of cultivars was not?

This ~ractice has developed in eastern North
America, ofwhich Micliigan archaeology is
a part. By contrast, is there a comparaole
level of integration and synthesis involying
California Cl!"chac:ologr.? For exarnpl~, IS
there in California archaeology a OasiS for
defining the Millingstone Horizon, which is
fairly analogous to the Late Archaic, as a
comprehensive, integrating model for all of
California?
The answer, ofcourse, is that it is not. Part
of the reason lies in the enduring tradition
among California archaeologists to focus
primarily on change over time in local
sequences, while paying comparatively little
attention to variation across space in the
same time period a legacy of the culture
historical approach of the Berkeley Sc~ool
which, in Boasian fashion, has emphasized
local cultural evolution from an Historical
Particularist perspective.

RELEVANCE TO CALIFORNIA
ARCHAEOLOGY

Artother dimension that is involved also
bears an intellectual relationship to the
legacy of the Berkel~ ?chool and
.
Boaslanism as proselY.tlzed by Kroeber. This
factor is the matter of synthetic
generalization, a logical derivation of
processual reasoning in the scientific
method and an approach not logically
inherent in Boasian or Kroberian Historical
Particularism. For example, as used in
eastern North America, the concept of the
Archaic Period involves aseries ofdifferent
degrees ofgeneralization about what
constitutes the identity ofArchaic culture.

These questions are not yet fully answered,
though they are under energetic review. In
addition, in their specific form they are not
especially relevant to the archaeology of
California, since they are far removed
geographically and reflect different content
than is found in the California
archaeological record.
I suggest, however, that there is indeed
something in this situation that can be
extremely relevant to California archaeology.
One aspect is cultural. In this case, it refers
to cultural differences between the
20

In effect, it involves aseries of differe:
levels of generalization, hierarchicaJl7r
org:m.ized, or stacked in sequenct £iii
specific examples to highly abstracl:t
integrative mOdels. When the Late A
of middle Michigan is ~ a..
speqfic examples from spc:clfic Sites IjlJ
cued. When the Late Archaic of MiG
as a whole is discussed, however, it itt
level of abstraction or generalizationM
not simply a lare:er summary ofsid
The idea of the late Archatc of meG
Lakes is at a higher ~l of abs~
idea of the Late Archatc ofeastern f\ij
America is at an even higher level.
n

The same can be said for comparisog
time. One can compare the Late ~
Saginaw Bay with me Early Woodl:lD
the same area at one level ofgeneralm
Co~paring the Late Archaic wi~ ~
Middle, or Late WoodlandofMicbit
w hole is at a higher level. One can,
compare the Middle WoodJand widI
LateWoodland east of the ~issipg
even higher level.

By being able to opc.:rate at multip'leJl
integration and synthesis, archaeOlQaI
eastern North America are able to pi
and frame important questions t:hitll
do not emerge locally. Why, for eIIi
did elite bunaIs and ceremonial rnQq
comp'lexes flourish during the Early~
MidaIe Woodland periods but virtQI
vanish during the Late Woodland? . .'
did Middle Woodland complexes of!
Ho~l1 Tradition flourisli in Oh.ie
Illinois but scarcely at all in-betweel.1l
Indiana?

A review of California's archaeo~
literature shows that the synthesis Oft
into models at multiple levels ofintc
scarcely takes place among these
archaeol~ists. Consequently, ~
aEParendy have not defined multii*
ofpatteming in the same sense t:har;
archaeologists in eastern North.A.mo:
have done, so the questions and issw
associated with those different l~
not em~rged in much ~ubs~ce in:}
diSCUSSIOns among Califorrua archaei
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~in die two different parts of the
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JIS realIzed as a result of domg multI
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prated until the questions are asked.
If~tions cannot De ~rceived until the
J,-re,gIonalp.atterns ana variations are
emuned The patterns and variations at
hcale cannot De determined until
kpanson at an inter-regional level
.es a regu~Hnoucli practice to allow
=c!d~t level to be widely
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Ifuswer, ofcourse, is that it is not. Part
d\ereason lies in the enduring tradition
~ California archaeologists to focus
PJaCily on change over time in local
~ces, whil~ p'aying comparati~elr.little
:q.non to variation across s~ace m the
time period - a legacy or the culture
. ..'.~ appr?ach of ~he Berkeley School
. . lD BoasIan fashion, has emphasized
cultucal evolution from an Historical
tiaIlarist perspective.
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Dther dimension that is involved also

is an intellectual relationship to the

lq of the Berkelg ?chool and

lijanism as proselYJlzed by Kroeber. This
tor is the matter ofsynthetic
tralization, a logical derivation of
~ual reasoning in the scientific
thod a,nd an ~pproach not logically
crent in &asIan or Kroberian Historical
~cularism. For example, as used in
~n North America, the concept of the
Laic Period involves aseries ofdifferent
~ ofgeneralization about what
Ibrutes the identity ofArchaic culture.

APOTENTIAL CALIFORNIA CASE

In effect, it involves a series of different
levels of generalization, hierarchically
organized, or stacked in sequence from
~pecific ~xam. pIes to highly abstract,
mtegratlve mooels. When the Late Archaic
of middle Michigan is discussed, a series of
speqfic examples from specific sites can be
Cited When the Late Archaic of Michigan
as awhole is discussed. however, it is at a
level of abstraction or generalization that is
not simply a larger summary ofspecific sites.
The idea of the Late Archaic of the Great
Lakes is at a higher level of abstraction. The
idea of the Late Archaic ofeastern North
America is at an even higher level.

To cite one illustration, in the March 2001,
issue of the Sociell for California Archaeology
Newsktter, there IS an excellent discussion by
Kirk Halford about production and
acquisition patterns lD the use of Bodie Hills
obsidian during the Earlr. Holocene, or what
elsewhere miglit be called the Archaic Period
(Halford 2001). Though focused on Bodie
Hills, Halford's paper alSo compares Bodie
Hills data with those from three other
western Great Basin sources. This
comparison allows the definition ofwhich
factors are shared and which factors are
unique among uses ofobsidian sources in
relatively neighboring areas. Although most
of the problems or questions generated by
the stuay focus on change over time, some
questions about variation over space also
emerge.

~he same can be said for comparisons over
time. One can compare the Late Archaic of
Saginaw Bay with me Early Woodland of
the same area at one level of generalization.
Comparing the Late Archaic with the Early,
Middle, or Late Woodland of Michigan as
whole is at a hig!ter level. One can
compare the Miadle Woodland with the
Late Woodland east of the Mississippi at an
even higher level.

But consider, for a moment, what the
framework of questions might be like if our
scope could be even broader. Looking at
California's own Late Archaic Period as a
case, consider, for example, the situation
around Clear Lake, where the local obsidian
sources were already long involved in
regional distribution and production. Based
on the patterns of dispersil from different
sources, the directions and the quantities
reflected, we not only can characterize the
patterns as ther differed among the four
major dear Like sources, but we also can
ask how the p:ttterning around Clear Lake
compared With that around Bodie Hills.
We can ask what relationship there may
have been, if any, during the Late Archaic
Period between patterns of obsidian
dispersal and patterns ofsocia-political
complexity in each area. We can then
extend the comparison over time to see how
evolutionary sequences develoe,ed in each
area, and what might account for the
resulting similaritIes or differences.

~y being able to operate at multiple levels of
mtegratlon and synthesis, archaeologists in
eastern North America are able to perceive
and frame important questions that simply
do not emerge locally. Why, for example,
did elite bunaIs and ceremonial mound
complexes flourish during the Early and
Middle Woodland periods but virtually
vanish during the Late Woodland? Why
did Middle Woodland complexes of the
Hopewell Tradition flourisli in Ohio and
Illinois but scarcely at all in-between, in
Indiana?

Areview of California's archaeological
~terature shows tha~ the synthesi~ of data
mto models at multIple levels ofmtegration
scarcely takes place among these
archaeologists. Conse'l!lendy, they
apparentlj have not defined multiple levels
of patterning in the same sense that
archaeologists in eastern North America
have done, so the questions and issues
associated with those different levels have
not emerged in much substance in
discussions among California archaeologists.

This comparison could be extended more
broadly. Several sources ofobsidian in
eastern California and western Nevada were
involved in trans-Sierra obsidian exchange.
Sources in northeastern California and
southern Oregon were similarly involved in
regional dispersals. We could look at key
21

sources such as Bodie, Casa Diablo, and
Modoc Glass Mountain for comp,arison.
Obviously rhere are significant differences
amon~ diem, but rhere also can be
significant similarities. At a higher level of
aDstraction or synthesis. however, rhey all
represent Late Archaic societies engaged in
oDsidian extraction, redistribution, and use.

temporaVspatial integration.

alone.
A NESTED-HIERARCHY
PERSPECfIVE
It may be useful to illustrate some ofrhis
potential in aslightly different way. To
return to Michigan archaeology for another
example, when discussing the post-Archaic
period for Michigan, archaeologists make
use ofa time frame used widely across the
continent east of the Rocky Mountains.
Following the Archaic Penod, which ended
about 3,000 years ago, came the Woodland
Period. In die Great Lakes area, the
Woodland Period lasted until the arrival of
Europeans about 400 years ago. This period
is further divided into s~ments: Early.
Middle, and Late Woodland

It is possible to compare multiple regions at
a pomt in time, as well as to compare
devel0l'mental sequences in several areas, to
determine what dieir significant similarities
and differences were. Furrhermore, it is
Rossible to generalize more abstra,-tly about
the exchange of obsidian around California
for each time Rfriod, so that time periods as
awhole could be compared Once we have
rhe ability to see how the patterns are similar
or different at different levels, we can then
ask why rhey are that way, giving us borh
questions and answers currently not a
re~Jlar part of rhe dialogue in California
arChaeology.

In any region ofeastern North America,
each of mese pans will have its own
distinctive manifestations. For example,
Ohio's Middle Woodland Period features
rhe Hopewell Tradition as its local
manifestation. Farther west, in Illinois and
Indiana, there is a distinct, but related.
manifestation called the Havana Tradition,
or the Havana-Hopewell. The Ohio
Hopewell and the Havana-Hopewell have
many features in common as well as
distinctions between them. Within the
Havana tradition itself, there are more
localized variants. For example, western
Michigan's Norton Complex is
distinguished from the Illinois Havana (e.g.
Fagan 2000; Halsey 1999).

To extend the example a bit furrher as a
useful case, some factors obviously can be
brought forth, such as major differences in
habitat and rhe subsistence resource base.
Furthermore, it is easy to assume such
factors will regulate other patterns. But do
we know how valid such
tions may
be in any case? We can expl rhe issue m
new ways by moving to even-higher levels of
generalization. For example, we can raise
the level ofgenerality of the redistributed
commodity trom just obsidian specifically to
lithic raw materials more generally. We
might look at rhe patternmg associated with
the movement of banded clien across the
South Coast ~es and along the Santa
Barbara Coast, ror example, so that habitat
differences might not be so dramatic. Then
we could see analytically what happens
when habitat differences are not terribly
great We could compare the patterning
associated wirh marine shell exchange as it
occurred in southern California with that of
central and norrhern California. We could
compare steatite exchange based on the
Catalina Island sources with soutces in the
central Sierra Nevada foothills. and so forth,
to go to a higher level of abstraction about
exchange patterns rhan lithic exchange

What this pattern illustrates for
archaeologIcal thinking is a nested series of
levels in £hierarchy ofmodels.
Archaeologists in places such as Michigan
readily move mentally up and down me
scale, over space as well as over time.
Comp_arative questions emerge at each level,
and all the questions have merit. Here in
California, archaeologists have a long and
distinguished record ofworking
productively at the more local and explicit
levels. We simply are not ~larly
perceiving aWhole range ofquestions,
ISSUes, and problems in our data because we
do not work regularly at these multiple'
levels of synrhesis in tenns of
22

In eastern Norrh American arma.
exemplified in Michigpl, one em
and contrast aspects ofrulture be
rhe Norton COmplex cultures ofl
Rapids and rhose of Benton HuH
However, one can also move up ;;
compare rhe Norton with the Hal
Illinois. One can move l!I? to yat
general level to compare Havana:
Hopewell, and rhen to ahigher II
compare rhe Up~ Midwest Mkc
WOOdland witfi that ofthe lowm
River Valley, all rhe while workiJll
rhe sinde ome period ofthe MidI
Woodland. One could extend tht
comparison to even hieher levels"
comQaring the Middle'WoodJana
North America wirh the Lare Pl'Cl
cultures ofMesoamerica.
One can do the same sort of mul+
~mparisons wirh time periods au
1eveJs ofsynthesis. The questiOlll
ask about each level have their 091
and significance. For exanl"ple, ..
Woodland cultures in the Soutba
into Mississippian sysrems, wbiJe,
rhe Great Lakes regton remained!
Woodland level?

A DOMESTIC ANALC

It may be helpful to illustrate clW:
eenpective using an ~ fnm
CIomestic experience. It may pl'Ol
useful frame ofreference. even m
quite elementary. All ofus live ..
on a street, in a neighborhood, in
community. Everyone ~rie.gc:
~uisition of multiple identitieS:
One not only has a spe9fic addn
CODlpar!son to others who live 011
streets, living on a ~ticular steel
sense of location arid shared idea
one's neighbors. One also can II
as living 10 a neighborhood defia
of adjacent streets, so that to pea
in other neisl!borhoods, one's 01
~borhOOd creates a ~
One's ~ghborhoodis partof~J
commumty - a town, or a sectlOi
by which one may also be identiJ

nc.
ANESTED-HIERARCHY
PERSPECfNE

"y

as identify oneseI£ One also can be
identified with one's p'olitical county, as well
as with the region of the state in which that
county exists, along with one's state and
nation, and even one's continent.

temporal/spatial integration.
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~ this pattern illustrates for
ftaeologtcal thinking is a nested series of
;15 in ahierarchy ofmodels.
:t.aeologists in places such as Michigan
tJiIy move mentally up and down me
rt, over space as well as over time.
in~ative questions emerge at each level,
tau the questions have merit. Here in
Ifu.·rnia, archaeologists have a long and
:i.Aguished record ofworking
!luCrivelyat the more local and explicit
~ We simply are not regularly
ttiving awnole range ofquestions,
a, ana problems in our data because we
~ work regularly at these multiple
:Is ofsynthesis in terms of

In eastern North American archaeology, as
exemplified in Michigan, one can compare
and contrast aspects of culture between, say,
the Norton Complex cultures of Grand
Rapids and those of Benton Harbor.
However, one can also move up a level to
compare the Norton with the Havana of
Illinois. One can move UJ> to yet a more
general level to compare Havana with the
Hopewell, and then to a higher level to
compare the UpP,er Midwest Middle
WOOdland with that of the lower Mississippi
River Valley, all the while worki~gwithin
the si~~le time period of the Middle
Woodland. One could extend this
comparison to even hieber levels, such as
comparing the Middle"Woodland ofeastern
North America with the Late Preclassic
cultures ofMesoamerica.

These various levels ofidentity all are valid.
In addition, each can have differing
characteristics, or features, issues and
emphases, compared with those at every
other level. The issues that ef!gage one at
the national level are quite different from
those which do so at the state or local level,
but all can be equally serious in terms of the
dynamics of one's existence.
CONCLUSION

All this is just to say that significant levels
are out there in the archaeological record as
well. We in California have paid attention
to some levels far more than others. In
spatial tenus, we tend to focus especially on
the smaller, local scales. Acomparable
observation was made at the 2001 annual
meetings of the Society by Jack Meyer in his
paper on geoarchaeol~iCa1 perspectives
about burled archaeological landscapes
(Meyer 2001). As a result, a number of
relevant, even exciting. questions go
unasked, much less unartswered. The
contributions ofCalifornia archaeologists
should be a ~ood deal more stimulating and
rewarding ifmore were done to discover,
ask, and answer such questions.

One can do the same sort of multiple-level
comparisons with time periods at multiple
levels of synthesis. The questions one can
ask about each level have their own power
and significance. For example, why did Late
Woodland cultures in the Southeast evolve
into Mississippian systems, while those of
the Great Lakes regIon remained at the Late
Woodland level?

A DOMESTIC ANALOGY
It may be helpful to illustrate this
~rspective using an analogy from everyday
aomestic experience. It may provide a
useful frame ofreference, even though it is
quite elementary. All ofus live somewhere:
on astreet, in a neighborhood, in a
community. Everyone experiences the
acquisition of mUltiple identities as a result.
One not only has a specific address, but in
comparison to others who live on nearby
streets, living on a particular street creates a
sense oflocation and shared identity with
one's neighbors. One also can be identified
as living in a neighborhood defined by a set
ofadjacent streets, so that to people who live
in other nei~borhoods, one's own
neiWtborhOOd creates a recogt!ized identity.
One's neighborhood is part of a lar~r
community - a town, or a section of a city
by which one may also be identified as well
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AlATE PERIO

I

Univmii

ArchatoJoA.cal and tthnohistorical ~
villllgt OJ Kashtayit. &uliocarb", JJ.
times; but it appears to have hem tM
no house structures and relativet,'fr
eimsity, and contents ofthe site - "
oftIM site as Kmhtayit. A wUlt
rtcovmd, along with a large and ~
supports,g,entral assertions about til.
II tlivtrsiped and relative~ ec/eaitJ
mort-or-/ess continuous OCCUpa_1
Spanish colonialism forced the a.
f!!JWth and increllsing env;1'01fIIJtIIj
Ibttndonment.
~

ra"

In AD 1769, Sp'anish chronicles"
about 200 ~ple lived at the Cldi
~ ofKashtarit (Brown 1967}l
at die mouth of Canada de la S..
~ the western Santa Barbara Cal
1). By about AD 1810, howewr,'
had lieen abandoned. In 1901, COl
of the Southern Pacific Railroad Q:
village site into northern and souiI
secnons, now respectively refel'l."lG
SBA-1491 andSBA-1492. SBA-lI
seen onJy limited archaeol~ical1ll
WESTEC Services 1984), but SI
Was intensively invest~ated in thct
(Erlan~n et al. 1993). In this p!
summarJZeSome ~ aspects of (Jj
and archaeol~ ieseirch at K.ai
Most ofthe dita have not been p*
previously, although a brief synOJII
ieseatch was presented by Erlan4i
Rick.(2002), Chumash subsistene
KasJuayit was contrasted with Eta
Holocene peop~ ofthe same . .
{Erlandson 1994:277), and Sanftll
summarized the evidence for bca
shdl bead production at the site/'
investigation of Kashtayit providl
of dati on the structure, ~, and,
SBA-1491 as well as valuable _
on the nature ofcoastal alUm'"
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